Securing
our Critical
Infrastructure
10 Preventative Measures for
Cyber Security Readiness

Electricity, gasoline, clean water... these are all precious
resources we often take for granted. Yet as part of
critical infrastructure, securing these resources is of
paramount priority. System complexity in the age of
digital transformation makes securing physical and
digital assets increasingly challenging for cyber security
professionals. Let’s understand the vulnerabilities and
how to prevent them.

Cyber Attacks by the Numbers
Kemuri Water Company – Hackers were able
to change levels of chemicals used to treat tap
water by accessing their outdated IT network.1

Gundremmingen Nuclear Power Plant –
18 removable data drives were infected
with malware.2

Stuxnet – A virus targeting an Iranian uranium enrichment facility
caused centerfuges to spin too fast, damaging equipment – 20% of
equipment was shut down.3

University of Toyama Hydrogen Isotope Research
Center – Radioactive isotope research site in Japan
– 59,000+ files stolen.4

ICS-CERT responded to 295 incidents and
486 vulnerabilities relating to SCADA HMI in
2015.5

A Western utility company – A DDoS attack in
March 2019 disabled devices ringing power grid
control systems in Utah, Wyoming, and California.6

“Even one cyber vattack on a critical infrastructure facility is too many.”
– Laura Lee, University of Colorado, Boulder
Professor and Cyber Security Thought Leader

Components of an Industrial Plant
Many bits and bytes contribute to a complex IT and OT system.
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Since at least March 2016, Russian government cyber actors –
hereafter referred to as ‘threat actors’ – targeted government
entities and multiple U.S. critical infrastructure sectors, including the
energy, nuclear, commercial facilities, water, aviation, and critical
manufacturing sectors.”
– Joint FBI/DHS Report

Where are the Vulnerabilities?

Complexity in IT/OT
management

Poor credential
management

Weak authentication/
authorization policy

Use of insecure
default credentials

Code injection opportunities
(common in HMI)

External monitoring or
data poinsoning

Outdated systems and
technology prone to common
exploits

Lack of secure network design
(i.e., subnetting with internal
firewalls)

10 Preventative Measures for
Critical Infrastructure Providers

Get senior management support for IT/
OT converged risk management.

Identify and harden critical assets,
infrastructure, and networks to continue
operation during an incident.7

Employ and test coding
principles to establish secure
data channels.

Make equipment suppliers and
contractors partners in system
security.

Mandate cyber security
requirements so they’re more
than compliance exercises.

Establish a living configuration
management program for
software and hardware.

Conduct regular risk
assessments taking into account
the latest cyber threats.

Engage in persistent learning
and skill building in virtual
cyber ranges.

Conduct live fire, tabletop
exercises (TTX) to simulate
crises.

Develop and exercise crossjurisdictional public-private
response plans.

Prepare staff to promote resiliency, contain realistic threats and restore
services. The award-winning, gamified cyber range learning platform
for critical infrastructure providers and cyber security workforce
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